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CODEX DAEMONORUM 

Sword is your support on the earth.
Life and Death – in the name of Satan.
It is yours to serve Satan, for Satan is your Father and Master.
He is the One and True for you, and there is no other.
Serve Satan.
Serve not the mane, but essence.
Serve Satan and be for the grandeur of Satan. 

It is given for you to possess everything on the earth, but nothing could possess you except 
Satan.
Oath given to Satan – it is Infernal for you, and nothing should contradict it. 
By your own will you gave yourself into the hands of Satan – entirely and forever.
Everything is allowed for you, when it’s not opposed to His Will and Spirit and your oath.
Don’t bind yourself with anything that is not of Devil.
True is everything of Satan and nothing else. 

One fidelity in everything – to Devil.
One Honour for you – to be in Fidelity to Satan.
There is just one unatonable misdeed and shame – treachery.
But there is no punishment for you from Satan, and there is no sin for you from Him, but there 
is something that can make you far from Satan, for the most horrible thing for demonic Spirit 
is to be out of truth of Satan.
Without Love of Satan you are just humans. 

Hell is the measure of everything.
There is no right or wrong in anything;
There are no restrictions or limitations in becoming Demonic;
There is no norm and normal for you in serving Satan, but there is the Will of Satan.
It determines everything.
There is no price too high or lot too hard in deeds for the benefit of Devil.
There is His Will.
His confidence is invaluable. 

There is no lie of Satan, and there is no other truth in you, but the one of the essence of Devil 
and for Devil.
For you exist in one truth only – truth of Satan. 
There is no your rightness and truth, but there is your choice. It is in Truth of Satan and leads 
you to truth. 

Only one justice is for you – justice of Satan. And no one of you is to be the measure of it.
You are the strictest Judge, but first of all before yourself, and only over your own deeds.
Great one could understand the same equal in his grandeur. Highest one could judge him. And 
only sacrificer could evaluate sacrifice.
That is the justice of Satan.
Your right to judge, to punish and to grant is from Satan and only from Him.
And there is just one measure of justice – for friend or enemy.
For everyone is equal before the eyes of Belial. 
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Satan gave you His Love.
Appreciate It more than all gifts of Satan and keep it in purity and strength.
It is yours to love Devil and everything from Devil.
It is yours to love Devil in human and nothing else.
So beware to feel love with humans, beware to feel human malice and human hatred, for they 
corrupt demonic nature harder than any poison and lead to degeneration of Demonic. 

Only Enemies of Satan are worthy of your Hate, others – to your soullessness.
Your love to Satan bears your Hate to those who come against Satan.
Your love and your Hate come from one Heart – Satan. They are as severe as inhuman.
When your Love is stronger, your true diabolical Hate is more implacable and merciless.
Purity of diabolical intentions in the basis of your any actions against the Enemies is 
unalterable – and there is no other morality. 

Your existence is realized in evil-intentioned action against the world.
Your cruelty and uncompromised aspiration – your inhumanity.
And you would not wish to be justified when being monsters in the eyes of the world.
Nothing of the world will be the obstacle in your hostility in the name of Satan. 
Every one is to his power. 
Earth is yours. Heaven is for Devils.
You are to stay for those in whom Devil dwells – to fight to death.
You are to stay against whole world – in Devil.
For you are like Hell on earth. 

Long for life - only for Devil in it.
Long for Death – only for rebirth in Devil.
Grasp life in awakening of Demonic being in unity and propinquity with Satan.
For it is important that you’ve done being alive. 
It does not matter how and when you will die if you die in the name of Satan.
Only Satan determines your deeds and length of your life. 

You rise to become physical incarnation of Darkness and Chaos.
You ascend, like man does, from the tribe of man – denying his right, peace and law totally, 
overcoming your own time.
For you are more ancient that man; more ancient than time.
You raise and affirm in rejection of borders and constitute true and pure of Devil. Flesh full of 
Darkness and Cold of spirit, you exile the Light and deaden life eternal.
You are like Fatum of Eternity of Satan over disessentialization of humans. 
You are to be within human till death takes him, to originate other fate and walk taken life not 
like man – but in life and death like true Demon – for the glory and grandeur of Satan.
You will be coming always to try, and Darkness will be coming with you and try and be 
triumphant with you. 
And when you will be coming to gain and strengthen Evil – you will come and stay like Satan 
and bow to Satan like man.
Demons and Spirits of Evil in mortal look of humankind. 

It is given for you to be in restless augmenting of Evil.
It is given for you to stand against god when being human.
It is given for you to stand against the world when being a part of it initially.
For there is your nature and number – 666.
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It is in your will to make War, Chaos and Sorcery. It is in your hands to sow Hate, Hostility 
and Ruin. It is yours to bring the vengeance of Satan and primordial Beauty of Hell, making 
changing, waking hunger and making your choice in every moment of your life.
And when by evil will something happens in the name of Devil, some more happens in His 
name in the same place.
And where Anger, Violence and Sorcery come – you are in power along with your servants. 

You possess terrible power. Much Anger of many centuries is within you. 
Fight on the paths of Satan against those who come against Devil. 
Armed well step on the paths of the enemy and fight against those who have to fight against 
you.
For your Sword is raised in the name of Satan.
Sword is your right and strength. 
Have no mercy in the name of Satan, for you have to restrain human and divine in human, 
when you are serving Satan.
Fear nothing – no pain, no shame and no death.
It is not worthy of your fear. 

Be not satisfied when achieved.
Look, when you are satisfied with that you have – you’ve come to the threshold of your war. 
And there is just one mode to come further – to burn you private hell turned false.
Self-delusion is the oldest human tool inside you. And there is no dignity in blindness. There 
is no lie or superstition to make you pleased. 
Your view of Demonic inside should be true, it should be experienced and tried and 
confirmed by Hell. Mind is given to for you to analyze, Wisdom – to see with insight, dark 
Spirit – to lead you on the paths of Devil.
Always judge by deep essence and remember that only the one who has strong and genuine 
essence inside is able to see the essence beyond metamorphoses of any form.
Weight inside yourself before you judge and search not justice out of essence of Satan.
Appreciate essence first and then form.
Things well and good for human can be disease for you.

The way of Satan is straight and immutable, but thoughts of man are curling when sliding on 
it.
So don’t you come to the paths of Satan with human intents and avoid low attitude in your 
wishes. 
There is no Satan with face of human. Who but you knows it better? 
Always be vigilant and able to spot the Enemy in his perfidy.
Devil would be pleased with your craft against humans, for you are few, but cunning against 
yourself on the way of Devil is a cause of damage. 

There is no complete result or status, but there is no restless War.
Agreement with enemies is unthinkable for you; peace is impossible, compromise is 
unacceptable. Sever self-discipline is necessary and it’s demanded from you in the name of 
Satan. One exercise for all – you try first, and then offer to others.
Any connivance is a weakness that leads to defeat.
Always search possibility to break on through the limits of possible and then they exist no 
more. 
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Satan revealed for you possibility of actions, realization and responsibility.
Satan says – make your choice. Every moment choose like both Demon and man and have no 
fear of responsibility. Every one of you has a right to make a mistake, but every time he 
should pay for it with great blood.
Satan keeps your right of choice everywhere, and only when your choice is coincided with 
His you are in agreement with Satan, - you fulfill His Will.
Decision is yours always, but only Devil accepts it or not.
Your life – Trial and Choice;
Your Life – Deeds and moment.
You’ll get no freedom without responsibility, for only responsibility determines the measure 
of your freedom.
Satan gives you independence. It is your Trial. 
So live for the glory of Satan and be inspired by Evil in responsibility for all Evil you’ve 
done. 

Satan is always with you when you are the one with Him.
His care is always severe and just.
He will never leave you when you are faithful to His essence.
He will not deliver you from pain or promise indulgence, for there is no mercy for blessed by 
Hell. But He will direct you where you can overcome yourself as man and gain Demonic.
He waits when you show yourself deserved His Spirit and then He gives you a chance on your 
mistake and victory.
But there is no deliverance from hard work and pain, for that is all gifts of Satan for you, - it 
makes you stronger regardless with pain that can it make and promises not human happiness. 

It is yours to be hunger and predatory eternally.
You are to be nurtured in simplicity and strictness, in demonic purity, but never run away 
from that could be seen like strange and some other and essentially true as well.
Don’t you connive to become limited in methods of actualization of Evil, but be always free 
in your choice and unprejudiced in your appraisal. 
Avoid dead schemes, always toward just genuine and realized Necessity – being in Spirit of 
Devil. 
Inherit liberation, but not dissipation, not vain willfulness, but Will, and live nothing behind 
you, except Evil and achievements of Dark Infinity.
Be afraid of humanity within you however it could come like human passion and pleasures or 
grief and troubles and cares, for it corrupts the Power that is given for you by Devil.
Don’t you make paradise on earth and be always ready to burn any its likeness, for there is no 
limit of your ascendance except you made by your own hands. 

Demons and Spirits of evil in human look.
You’ve come like men and women on earth, as representatives of different races and nations. 
It won’t be the obstacle between you, but serve to domination of Demonic beginning.
There is no scorn and fear of flesh free from dirty soul. There is no superstition and hypocrisy 
in choice of that can serve to greater glory of Devil.
Expression of Demonic Spirit is free and everything is right when assists to realize Highest 
dark within you. 

Everything expedient can be instrument of your expression.
Every situation and step is to its right method and attitude, and sometimes movement of the 
matter is a shorter way, for it could be necessary part of Sorcery.
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Physically you are just means for each other to unite Demonic, and spiritually are fire and 
support for each other in One Fire. 

Not to be seemed, but actually.
Not to wait for mercy, but to be in self dependent achievement of Inferno.
It is important that you wish and do in the name of Satan voluntary.
When blood streams not under your words about Darkness - they are just empty. Only 
fulfillments witness intents dignity.
Speaking vainly about deeds of Satan – shall be taken to Madness.
Appealing to the court of humans – shall take his place among them.
And no one of you calls yourself Demon until you are in human flesh, but you will be 
spiritually. For you are Demons only in Satan. 

Gotten for low price costs the same. 
Never take anything that is not deserved by you.
Stay honest with yourself.
Your Possibilities and Trials are originally from Satan, and every new Experience is to be 
gotten for higher price when previous.
You are in the Will of Satan totally when taken yourself to His will.
Don’t hide behind Him, but go to fight. Don’t look for justification in Him, but to be like 
Him. Never step back from Him even for the price of single precious you have – your life. 

Your life is your way that is to come upon the edge of blade of Trials.
Your way is the way of Sorcery, way of Power, way of Overcoming and way of Service. 
You could not fill when not emptied. 
You could not know when not experienced.
Every night you will be coming to summon and every day you will be doing everything more.
Every next barrier will be always higher than your power.
And every one of you will be always on this or other side of sacrifice. 

Live and die with full force and depth.
Ruin and be yourself deep in Ruin, for that is your justice – worthy to be given by you. You 
grant only that you have, and in sacrifice of other you accept that you are worthy to accept.
It does not matter if deadly gift is accepted from you or not or if Life is accepted from you or 
Death – all the same, mind is changing, flesh sometimes, but soul always. 
Try always to know and foresee.
So tempt, but not seduce, try, but not connive.
Only there you can teach that is longing to you – to be steadfast. 

Satan is pleased with your War and your pleasure of it.
Satan is pleased with your sincere joy and your pleasure of War and Celebration.
You can feel passion, but never become slaves of your passion.
Duty of servant of Satan is always above his pleasure, and his joy is always in touch with his 
Duty.
Satan gave you time for joy and grief.
Use it in equal measures for one and other.
Use its every moment like if it is the last one. 

Don’t be afraid of Grandeur, for no one is born great, but becomes it.
Be afraid of meanness around you and wish your failure. 
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In unity with it you’ll be defeated.
Your services and achievements determine the measure of confidence of Satan to you. 
Nothing – when it’s past, everything – when it’s now and forever.
Everyone possesses that he is worthy to possess. Everyone does like fits to his Spirit. And 
everyone is that he lets to be.
But remember, it is too little for higher rank, and to some of you is the heaviest burden by his 
right, hardest human lot, inhuman trial, heaviest fate and perfect trust of Satan. 

Remember, no one of you possesses whole mercy of Satan individually, and wait not for it.
You have nothing to divide between each other, for there is one mercy is for all of you – sever 
mercy of Satan, and one mission – achievement of Evil and triumph of Hell.
You have one common Enemy, and here is the place of your fight.
Your struggle is global and personal. 
Every hour you make your heroic deed of resistance. In total solitude or in Black 
Comradeship, but against whole world.
And only one thing you can wish and be worthy of it – to keep yourself in Devil. 

Insult the Enemy with your Deeds.
Despite arrogance and stay away from meanness.
Search no pleasure in cruelty, but be able to be cruel when it’s necessary. Get no joy from 
humiliation of others, for it will humiliate you.
Be aspired to better, not hoping but making your Way, and be prepared for the worst, keeping 
special courage in every moment of hard and despair.
Conquer the world beginning from your own man and from it only.
Any compromises with man are impossible, for only devotion of man to Devil makes him 
your ally.
And only length of his life determines time of his struggle.
Always try their ability to be faithful and only then offer them choice. It is their free choice 
and decision – to be your deadly enemies or friends. And make Unions with them only when 
they are worthy, and only for the time when they are faithful. For you should see just one 
criterion to evaluate humans – their ability to be faithful to their choice and word. 

You – to be like Devil.
You are to fulfill you predestination, Duty and Daimon persistently.
You, who have given your souls to Satan entirely and forever, are in fidelity and honour.
And if there is only one way to keep genuine faith, honour and dignity of warrior of Satan – to 
fall throat on the Sword – do it without hesitations.
In life and death being true and indubitable sons and daughters of Devil. 

IN NOMINE SATANI 
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Sword is your support on the earth.
Life and Death – in the name of Satan.
It is yours to serve Satan, for Satan is your Father and Master.
He is the One and True for you, and there is no other.
Serve Satan.
Serve not the mane, but essence.
Serve Satan and be for the grandeur of Satan. 


It is given for you to possess everything on the earth, but nothing could possess you except Satan.
Oath given to Satan – it is Infernal for you, and nothing should contradict it. 
By your own will you gave yourself into the hands of Satan – entirely and forever.
Everything is allowed for you, when it’s not opposed to His Will and Spirit and your oath.
Don’t bind yourself with anything that is not of Devil.
True is everything of Satan and nothing else. 


One fidelity in everything – to Devil.
One Honour for you – to be in Fidelity to Satan.
There is just one unatonable misdeed and shame – treachery.
But there is no punishment for you from Satan, and there is no sin for you from Him, but there is something that can make you far from Satan, for the most horrible thing for demonic Spirit is to be out of truth of Satan.
Without Love of Satan you are just humans. 


Hell is the measure of everything.
There is no right or wrong in anything;
There are no restrictions or limitations in becoming Demonic;
There is no norm and normal for you in serving Satan, but there is the Will of Satan.
It determines everything.
There is no price too high or lot too hard in deeds for the benefit of Devil.
There is His Will.
His confidence is invaluable. 


There is no lie of Satan, and there is no other truth in you, but the one of the essence of Devil and for Devil.
For you exist in one truth only – truth of Satan. 
There is no your rightness and truth, but there is your choice. It is in Truth of Satan and leads you to truth. 


Only one justice is for you – justice of Satan. And no one of you is to be the measure of it.
You are the strictest Judge, but first of all before yourself, and only over your own deeds.
Great one could understand the same equal in his grandeur. Highest one could judge him. And only sacrificer could evaluate sacrifice.
That is the justice of Satan.
Your right to judge, to punish and to grant is from Satan and only from Him.
And there is just one measure of justice – for friend or enemy.
For everyone is equal before the eyes of Belial. 


Satan gave you His Love.
Appreciate It more than all gifts of Satan and keep it in purity and strength.
It is yours to love Devil and everything from Devil.
It is yours to love Devil in human and nothing else.
So beware to feel love with humans, beware to feel human malice and human hatred, for they corrupt demonic nature harder than any poison and lead to degeneration of Demonic. 


Only Enemies of Satan are worthy of your Hate, others – to your soullessness.
Your love to Satan bears your Hate to those who come against Satan.
Your love and your Hate come from one Heart – Satan. They are as severe as inhuman.
When your Love is stronger, your true diabolical Hate is more implacable and merciless.
Purity of diabolical intentions in the basis of your any actions against the Enemies is unalterable – and there is no other morality. 


Your existence is realized in evil-intentioned action against the world.
Your cruelty and uncompromised aspiration – your inhumanity.
And you would not wish to be justified when being monsters in the eyes of the world.
Nothing of the world will be the obstacle in your hostility in the name of Satan. 
Every one is to his power. 
Earth is yours. Heaven is for Devils.
You are to stay for those in whom Devil dwells – to fight to death.
You are to stay against whole world – in Devil.
For you are like Hell on earth. 


Long for life - only for Devil in it.
Long for Death – only for rebirth in Devil.
Grasp life in awakening of Demonic being in unity and propinquity with Satan.
For it is important that you’ve done being alive. 
It does not matter how and when you will die if you die in the name of Satan.
Only Satan determines your deeds and length of your life. 


You rise to become physical incarnation of Darkness and Chaos.
You ascend, like man does, from the tribe of man – denying his right, peace and law totally, overcoming your own time.
For you are more ancient that man; more ancient than time.
You raise and affirm in rejection of borders and constitute true and pure of Devil. Flesh full of Darkness and Cold of spirit, you exile the Light and deaden life eternal.
You are like Fatum of Eternity of Satan over disessentialization of humans. 
You are to be within human till death takes him, to originate other fate and walk taken life not like man – but in life and death like true Demon – for the glory and grandeur of Satan.
You will be coming always to try, and Darkness will be coming with you and try and be triumphant with you. 
And when you will be coming to gain and strengthen Evil – you will come and stay like Satan and bow to Satan like man.
Demons and Spirits of Evil in mortal look of humankind. 


It is given for you to be in restless augmenting of Evil.
It is given for you to stand against god when being human.
It is given for you to stand against the world when being a part of it initially.
For there is your nature and number – 666.
It is in your will to make War, Chaos and Sorcery. It is in your hands to sow Hate, Hostility and Ruin. It is yours to bring the vengeance of Satan and primordial Beauty of Hell, making changing, waking hunger and making your choice in every moment of your life.
And when by evil will something happens in the name of Devil, some more happens in His name in the same place.
And where Anger, Violence and Sorcery come – you are in power along with your servants. 


You possess terrible power. Much Anger of many centuries is within you. 
Fight on the paths of Satan against those who come against Devil. 
Armed well step on the paths of the enemy and fight against those who have to fight against you.
For your Sword is raised in the name of Satan.
Sword is your right and strength. 
Have no mercy in the name of Satan, for you have to restrain human and divine in human, when you are serving Satan.
Fear nothing – no pain, no shame and no death.
It is not worthy of your fear. 


Be not satisfied when achieved.
Look, when you are satisfied with that you have – you’ve come to the threshold of your war. And there is just one mode to come further – to burn you private hell turned false.
Self-delusion is the oldest human tool inside you. And there is no dignity in blindness. There is no lie or superstition to make you pleased. 
Your view of Demonic inside should be true, it should be experienced and tried and confirmed by Hell. Mind is given to for you to analyze, Wisdom – to see with insight, dark Spirit – to lead you on the paths of Devil.
Always judge by deep essence and remember that only the one who has strong and genuine essence inside is able to see the essence beyond metamorphoses of any form.
Weight inside yourself before you judge and search not justice out of essence of Satan.
Appreciate essence first and then form.
Things well and good for human can be disease for you. 


The way of Satan is straight and immutable, but thoughts of man are curling when sliding on it.
So don’t you come to the paths of Satan with human intents and avoid low attitude in your wishes. 
There is no Satan with face of human. Who but you knows it better? 
Always be vigilant and able to spot the Enemy in his perfidy.
Devil would be pleased with your craft against humans, for you are few, but cunning against yourself on the way of Devil is a cause of damage. 


There is no complete result or status, but there is no restless War.
Agreement with enemies is unthinkable for you; peace is impossible, compromise is unacceptable. Sever self-discipline is necessary and it’s demanded from you in the name of Satan. One exercise for all – you try first, and then offer to others.
Any connivance is a weakness that leads to defeat.
Always search possibility to break on through the limits of possible and then they exist no more. 


Satan revealed for you possibility of actions, realization and responsibility.
Satan says – make your choice. Every moment choose like both Demon and man and have no fear of responsibility. Every one of you has a right to make a mistake, but every time he should pay for it with great blood.
Satan keeps your right of choice everywhere, and only when your choice is coincided with His you are in agreement with Satan, - you fulfill His Will.
Decision is yours always, but only Devil accepts it or not.
Your life – Trial and Choice;
Your Life – Deeds and moment.
You’ll get no freedom without responsibility, for only responsibility determines the measure of your freedom.
Satan gives you independence. It is your Trial. 
So live for the glory of Satan and be inspired by Evil in responsibility for all Evil you’ve done. 


Satan is always with you when you are the one with Him.
His care is always severe and just.
He will never leave you when you are faithful to His essence.
He will not deliver you from pain or promise indulgence, for there is no mercy for blessed by Hell. But He will direct you where you can overcome yourself as man and gain Demonic.
He waits when you show yourself deserved His Spirit and then He gives you a chance on your mistake and victory.
But there is no deliverance from hard work and pain, for that is all gifts of Satan for you, - it makes you stronger regardless with pain that can it make and promises not human happiness. 


It is yours to be hunger and predatory eternally.
You are to be nurtured in simplicity and strictness, in demonic purity, but never run away from that could be seen like strange and some other and essentially true as well.
Don’t you connive to become limited in methods of actualization of Evil, but be always free in your choice and unprejudiced in your appraisal. 
Avoid dead schemes, always toward just genuine and realized Necessity – being in Spirit of Devil. 
Inherit liberation, but not dissipation, not vain willfulness, but Will, and live nothing behind you, except Evil and achievements of Dark Infinity.
Be afraid of humanity within you however it could come like human passion and pleasures or grief and troubles and cares, for it corrupts the Power that is given for you by Devil.
Don’t you make paradise on earth and be always ready to burn any its likeness, for there is no limit of your ascendance except you made by your own hands. 


Demons and Spirits of evil in human look.
You’ve come like men and women on earth, as representatives of different races and nations. It won’t be the obstacle between you, but serve to domination of Demonic beginning.
There is no scorn and fear of flesh free from dirty soul. There is no superstition and hypocrisy in choice of that can serve to greater glory of Devil.
Expression of Demonic Spirit is free and everything is right when assists to realize Highest dark within you. 


Everything expedient can be instrument of your expression.
Every situation and step is to its right method and attitude, and sometimes movement of the matter is a shorter way, for it could be necessary part of Sorcery.
Physically you are just means for each other to unite Demonic, and spiritually are fire and support for each other in One Fire. 


Not to be seemed, but actually.
Not to wait for mercy, but to be in self dependent achievement of Inferno.
It is important that you wish and do in the name of Satan voluntary.
When blood streams not under your words about Darkness - they are just empty. Only fulfillments witness intents dignity.
Speaking vainly about deeds of Satan – shall be taken to Madness.
Appealing to the court of humans – shall take his place among them.
And no one of you calls yourself Demon until you are in human flesh, but you will be spiritually. For you are Demons only in Satan. 


Gotten for low price costs the same. 
Never take anything that is not deserved by you.
Stay honest with yourself.
Your Possibilities and Trials are originally from Satan, and every new Experience is to be gotten for higher price when previous.
You are in the Will of Satan totally when taken yourself to His will.
Don’t hide behind Him, but go to fight. Don’t look for justification in Him, but to be like Him. Never step back from Him even for the price of single precious you have – your life. 


Your life is your way that is to come upon the edge of blade of Trials.
Your way is the way of Sorcery, way of Power, way of Overcoming and way of Service. 
You could not fill when not emptied. 
You could not know when not experienced.
Every night you will be coming to summon and every day you will be doing everything more.
Every next barrier will be always higher than your power.
And every one of you will be always on this or other side of sacrifice. 


Live and die with full force and depth.
Ruin and be yourself deep in Ruin, for that is your justice – worthy to be given by you. You grant only that you have, and in sacrifice of other you accept that you are worthy to accept.
It does not matter if deadly gift is accepted from you or not or if Life is accepted from you or Death – all the same, mind is changing, flesh sometimes, but soul always. 
Try always to know and foresee.
So tempt, but not seduce, try, but not connive.
Only there you can teach that is longing to you – to be steadfast. 


Satan is pleased with your War and your pleasure of it.
Satan is pleased with your sincere joy and your pleasure of War and Celebration.
You can feel passion, but never become slaves of your passion.
Duty of servant of Satan is always above his pleasure, and his joy is always in touch with his Duty.
Satan gave you time for joy and grief.
Use it in equal measures for one and other.
Use its every moment like if it is the last one. 


Don’t be afraid of Grandeur, for no one is born great, but becomes it.
Be afraid of meanness around you and wish your failure. 
In unity with it you’ll be defeated.
Your services and achievements determine the measure of confidence of Satan to you. Nothing – when it’s past, everything – when it’s now and forever.
Everyone possesses that he is worthy to possess. Everyone does like fits to his Spirit. And everyone is that he lets to be.
But remember, it is too little for higher rank, and to some of you is the heaviest burden by his right, hardest human lot, inhuman trial, heaviest fate and perfect trust of Satan. 


Remember, no one of you possesses whole mercy of Satan individually, and wait not for it.
You have nothing to divide between each other, for there is one mercy is for all of you – sever mercy of Satan, and one mission – achievement of Evil and triumph of Hell.
You have one common Enemy, and here is the place of your fight.
Your struggle is global and personal. 
Every hour you make your heroic deed of resistance. In total solitude or in Black Comradeship, but against whole world.
And only one thing you can wish and be worthy of it – to keep yourself in Devil. 


Insult the Enemy with your Deeds.
Despite arrogance and stay away from meanness.
Search no pleasure in cruelty, but be able to be cruel when it’s necessary. Get no joy from humiliation of others, for it will humiliate you.
Be aspired to better, not hoping but making your Way, and be prepared for the worst, keeping special courage in every moment of hard and despair.
Conquer the world beginning from your own man and from it only.
Any compromises with man are impossible, for only devotion of man to Devil makes him your ally.
And only length of his life determines time of his struggle.
Always try their ability to be faithful and only then offer them choice. It is their free choice and decision – to be your deadly enemies or friends. And make Unions with them only when they are worthy, and only for the time when they are faithful. For you should see just one criterion to evaluate humans – their ability to be faithful to their choice and word. 


You – to be like Devil.
You are to fulfill you predestination, Duty and Daimon persistently.
You, who have given your souls to Satan entirely and forever, are in fidelity and honour.
And if there is only one way to keep genuine faith, honour and dignity of warrior of Satan – to fall throat on the Sword – do it without hesitations.
In life and death being true and indubitable sons and daughters of Devil. 


IN NOMINE SATANI 
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